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That is, one color may represent the word fear and the other terror. Physiologically, yellow stimulates the
mind and mental activity. Figure 5. Females: Prefer the color red to blue, and yellow to orange. He is keen to
be informed and inspired, tempted and pampered by surprising and persuasive functions, emotions and sensual
impressions. These words include, trust, security, speed, and high-technology. What emotion do you wish to
convey? Red represents masculine energy, whereas its softer version, pink, is associated with feminine energy.
Use it to suggest adventure, fun, and optimism, affordable yet reasonable quality, sociable and easy-going.
Physiologically, pink calms and reassures our emotional energies, alleviating feelings of anger, aggression,
resentment, abandonment and neglect. Every element of their clothing-including dark suits, dark ties, white
shirts, conservative hairstyles, shined shoes, clean fingernails-and every other feature gave off the message of
professionalism and competence. Purple: color meanings in business Purple suggests wealth and extravagance,
fantasy and the world of dreams. He also states that red associates with the American flag and the fourth of
July Color Psychology and Color Therapy,  High technology is the last phrase examined under the object
heading. It is a reassuring color which helps to create order and proficiency. Eye-catching appearance: A
distinctive, unmistakable and eye-catching appearance is a signal at the POS to which all consumers and
particularly the younger ones respond positively. It is feminine and youthful in its softer shades, with more
passion and energy in its deeper shades. Using Turquoise in Business Turquoise is suitable for use in any
business involved in media communication, teaching, public speaking or computers. Value Packaging is an
excellent way to communicate sophistication, class and value. Being a cool color it creates a sensation of
space. Pranab Deb for his cooperation and his help been provided to me in the research. Lavender suggests
nostalgia and works well for businesses selling old lace, sentimental handmade craft items and antique goods.
Popular with consumers, particularly high appeal and many other advantages too. Depending on the business,
it is advantageous to add other appropriate colors which will reflect the individuality of the business as, on its
own, white is sterile and cold. It was of get great pleasure to work under him and i learned a lot. It has a
coolness about it that relates to the future and science and technology. Black packaging can make an item
appear expensive and heavier. One of the highest compliments a person could receive was, "You look like
someone from IBM. If you have a unique feature to your business, magenta will draw attention to it. With the
advent of the World Wide Web, there is a narrowing of the differences in meanings of colors between
different cultures and countries; however, if you are marketing to a particular ethnic group it is wise to take
into account their color associations to maximize brand impact. It is a beneficial color for candy stores and
other businesses selling sweet products. Purple portrays wealth and extravagance when combined with the
richness of gold. Used with dark blue it suggests honesty, trustworthiness and success. It refers to your offices,
your waiting rooms, your brochures, your correspondence and every single visual element about your
company. It is an integrated process through which companies build strong customer relationships and create
value for their customers and for themselves. Keywords: Positive Color Meanings in Business: wealth and
prosperity, abundance value, quality, luxury, expensive, opulence victory, achievement, grandeur, importance
happiness, beauty excellence, prestige, nobility, extravagance attraction, wisdom Negative Color Meanings in
Business: pretentiousness - a sense of self-importance intense and overwhelming Using Gold in Business
Businesses marketing items of high perceived value will benefit from the use of gold in their packaging and
marketing. Red excites and motivates but in excess it can cause anxiety and tiredness. Fast food outlets use it
combined with red to encourage people to eat lots quickly then move on. Indigo combines well with other
bright jewel colors such as magenta, emerald green, turquoise, and pink.


